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Abstract 
A review of recent activity in SANS-studies of fullerene-containing star-shaped polymers in solutions has been 
presented. The structural analysis of the internal ordering, conformational changes and self-assembly of stars 
polymers having only one or different kinds of arms (polar + non polar) attached to fullerene centre has been 
performed. It was performed the analysis of SANS-patterns using Benoit and Daoud-Cotton model in reciprocal 
space and the treatment of molecular correlations to understand a specific role of fullerene in formation of arms’ 
conformation.  
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1.  Introduction 
 The problem of studies of star-shaped polymers with specific branching centre playing an active role 
in the formation of their structural and conformational properties attracts a growing attention regarding to 
the synthesis of novel hybrid polymers with fullerenes and attached polar and non polar chains [1,2]. In 
classical approach the polymeric stars were considered as the entities composed of chains obeying 
gaussian statistics (Benoit model [3]) while later the description of star-shaped polymers was based on the 
scaling methods mostly [4]. However, these approximations did not take into account such important 
feature as a specific interaction of branching centre with attached chains when the center makes 
conformation changes to the arms influencing not only internal structure of macromolecule but induces 
intensive interactions in solutions. The aim of this study is to identification of mechanisms of stars 
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internal and supramolecular ordering as a result of fullerene action onto the linked polymeric arms of 
different chemical nature, i.e. polar, non polar case.  
2.  Experiment  
2.1. Samples 
In order to investigate the specific architecture of fullerene-polymer compounds the serials of samples 
were synthesized [1]. In the case of reaction of fullerene with the precursor polymer (PS-Li) there was 
established the formation practically pure hexa-adduct (Table 1, Series 1) when the mass of the arms has 
varied from 4 u 103 to 360 u 103. This is proved in the experiments by the methods of molecular 
hydrodynamics (viscosmetry, sedimentation and translational diffusion); static and dynamic light 
scattering [5-9]. The numbers of arms (functionality f = 12 and 22) in PS-stars with doubled center (ɋ60-
ɋ60) (Table 1, Series 2) was determined in [9-11].  From the chemical point of view these star-shaped 
polymers are well characterized by various methods. This study is devoted mainly to the examination of 
conformational properties of these objects (arms’ and stars’ dimensions, their units’ correlations) and the 
evaluation of character of stars interactions in solution as dependent on the internal distribution of chain 
units around the fullerene centers and at the periphery of stars.     
The first serial consisted of oligo- and polystyrenes (PS) attached to single fullerene centre (Table 1) 
for investigation of arm length effects on the structure of PS-fullerene system dissolved in deuterated 
toluene (C8D8, 25 qC). The second serial samples are the stars [(PS)6C60(PTMBA)6, (PS)6C60(PTMBA-
Na)6] with arms of different chemical structure: non polar PS (molecular mass MPS ~ 4 u 103), polar 
poly(tert-butyl metacrylate) (PTBMA, mass MPS ~ 4 u 103) and the sodium salt polybutylmetacrilic acid. 
The sample of (PS)6C60(PTMBA)6 was dissolved in deuterated toluene because it is a good solvent for PS 
and give a high contrast in scattering ǻK = -4.3 u 1010 cm-2 for PS and PTMBA. For the sample of 
(PS)6C60(PTMBA-Na)6] it was used heavy water. It provides a good contrast for polar and non polar 
arms: ǻK = -5.0 u 1010 cm-2 for PS and ǻK = -4.8 u 1010 cm-2 for PTMBA-Na. Our investigations were 
done in the diluted regime at concentration c = 1 g/dL.  
Table 1. Characteristics of linear and star-shaped polystyrenes and hybrid polymers: molecular mass of precursor and arm (Ɇ), 
number of arms determined by the conditions of synthesis (fo). 


















Ɇ10-3 0.4 0.4 1 1 7 7 40 40 4 
fo 1 6 1 6 1 6 1 6 12 
 
2.2. Small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) experiments 
SANS-experiments have been carried out on the spectrometer “Yellow submarine” (Budapest Neutron 
Center) in the range of momentum transfer q = (4ʌ/Ȝ)sin(ș/2) = 0.08-4.5 nm-1, where ș is the scattering  
angle,  neutron wavelength Ȝ = 0.386 nm, 0.751 nm (ǻȜ/Ȝ ~ 0.1). The q-interval covers the spatial scales R 
~ 1/q from the size of monomer unit up to the gyration radius of stars and the dimensions of their 
associates in solutions. The scattering intensities measured by two-dimensional detector (BF3, 64u64 cm2) 
are normalized to the data for light water (layer of 1 mm thickness) served as a standard of cross section 
of scattering per cm3. Finally, the cross sections for polymers in absolute units ı(q) =  dı(q)/dȍ (per unit 
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solid angle ȍ, and cm3 of sample’s volume) have been obtained using the correction for background, 
solvent’s scattering, sample’s thickness (5 mm), transmissions for pure solvent and polymer solutions. 
Since the scattering pictures in detector’s plane are isotropic, the data were averaged over circles at given 
magnitudes of q-modulus. Then there were analyzed the cross sections ı(q) dependent on q modulus only.  
3.  Results and Discussion  
3.1. Effect of fullerene centre on the arms’ conformation of oligomers 
To investigate the influence of C60 center on the conformation of arms and estimate the radius of this 
action, we have studied oligomers (arm’s masses M ~ 400; 1000, i.e. ~ 4 and ~ 10 units, Table 1). The 
modified cross sections q·ı(q) for precursor (M ~ 400) and star-shaped oligomer are shown in Figure 1. 
Fig. 1. Modified cross sections q·ı(q) vs. momentum 
transfer q for precursor (1) and stars (2). Spline-
functions are shown. 
Fig. 2. Guinier-approximation of the data for linear (1, 
mass M = 400) and branched (2) oligomers. 
For linear precursor the function q·ı(q) comes to plateau and showing asymptotic behavior ı(q) ~ 1/q 
what is characterized to rod-like particles. Such chains (~ 4 units) are not longer than PS’s persistent 
length ~ 1 nm ~ A/2 where A § 2 nm is the size of statistical segment of PS [12]. For branched molecules 
at q  3 nm-1 a similar rise of curve confirms a rod-like shape of arms. On the other hand, for fullerene-
containing oligomer the modified cross section shows the maximum at q ~ 1 nm-1 that testifies branched 
















qRq VV                        (1) 
gives the forward cross sections ıɨe and gyration radii RGe of molecules (Table 2). These parameters have 
effective magnitudes since they are found at a single concentration without extrapolation to dilution limit 
(c ĺ 0). Because of high dilution in the first approximation we can consider the values of ıɨE and RGE  as 
the correct magnitudes. The concentration c = 1 g/dl is much lower than the threshold of linear oligomers 
overlap, ɫ* ~ 70 g/dl. Forward cross section for diluted systems ıɨ  = (ǻK)2ĳVO depends on contrast factor 
ǻK, oligomers’ volume fraction ĳ, molecule’s dry volume VO = MO/ȡNA  where MO is molecular mass, ȡ is 
the density of PS in the bulk, NA is Avogadro constant.  
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From the cross sections there were obtained molecular masses MO = NAȡıɨ/(ǻK)2ĳ = MPS = (0.49 ± 
0.01)103, MST = (3.08 ± 0.03)103 for precursor and star. The ratio gives the star’s molecule functionality f 
= ıɨST/ıɨPS = 6.3 ± 0.1.  
Table 2. Parameters of Guinier-function (1) for linear and star-shaped oligomers (1-4) and polymers (5-8): effective forward cross 
sections ıɨE gyration  radii RGE, correct magnitudes of ıɨ gyration  radii RG, functionality  f  and mass M of stars.   
 Sample N ıɨE, cm-1 RGE, nm ıɨ, cm-1 RG, nm f M·10-3 
1 0.0137 ± 0.0002 0.38 ± 0.01 0.0137 ± 0.0002 0.38 ± 0.01 - 0.49 ± 0.01 
2 0.0857 ± 0.0008 1.09 ± 0.01 0.0857 ± 0.0008 1.09 ± 0.01 6.3 ± 0.1 3.08 ± 0.03 
3 0.0223 ± 0.0009 0.51 ± 0.01 0.0223 ± 0.0009 0.51 ± 0.01 - 0.80 ± 0.03 
4 0.139 ± 0.001 1.46 ± 0.01 0.139 ± 0.001 1.46 ± 0.01 6.3 ± 0.3 5.00 ± 0.05 
5 0.201± 0.001 2.07 ± 0.01 0.201 ± 0.001 2.07 ± 0.01 - 7.2 ± 0.1 
6 0.835 ± 0.003 4.66 ± 0.01 1.14 ± 0.13 5.67 ± 0.02 5.7 ± 0.6 41 ± 5 
7 - - 1.20 ± 0.03 7.4 ± 0.1 - 43 ± 1 
8 - - 6.25 ± 0.12 18.4 ± 0.1 5.2 ± 0.2 224 ± 4 
The molecule of precursor (4-5 units) has the contour length LO = nb ~ 1.2-1.5 nm (size of unit b § 0.3 
nm). The gyration radius of such strained chain RGO § LO/¥12 § 0.4 is close to the measured RGO = 0.38 
nm. We can estimate for spherically symmetric stars with rod-like arms linked to fullerene the gyration 
radius RGST = {[(LO+rF)3– rF3]/3LO}1/2 = 1.2-1.3 nm. In this model the rod-like arms linked to fullerene 
surface at the distance from its center rF § 0.5 nm (fullerene radius). It is close to the experimental RGST = 
1.09 nm (Table 2). The results confirmed the star-shape structure of fullerene-containing oligomers.  
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The function of spatial correlations Ȗ(R) of monomer units (each volume V1) in solution is isotropic and 
defined by local deviations ǻn(0), ǻn(R) of numerical concentration of units from the average level in the 
points separated by distance R. It is convenient to consider the correlations between central unit and units 
in spherical layer using the correlator G(R) = R2Ȗ(R) (Figure 3). Precursor’s spectrum has the maximum 
in position R* ~ 0.4 nm ~ RGO corresponding to chain’s gyration radius. For the stars it is possible to 
distinguish the correlations inside arms (RA ~ RGO ~ 0.4 nm) and between them, RST ~ 1.6 nm ~ (LO+ rF). 












1 22   (3) 
Analyzing the correlation spectra, we obtain the radii RGO = 0.41 ± 0.01 nm, RGST = 1.14 ± 0.03 nm, 
what are in agreement with parameters found from Guinier fit (Table 2). The comparison of integrals S1 = 
G(R)4ʌdR over main peak gives the functionality of oligomer star, f = SST/SO = 6.3 ± 0.2.  
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Fig. 3. Correlation spectra for oligomer precursor (1) and stars. Fig. 4. Molecular correlations for linear (1) and star-shaped 
(2) oligomers (precursor mass ~ 1000). 
Following data analysis for precursor and star-shaped oligomers with the mass of arm ~ 1000 has 
shown that such precursor chains (M ~ 1000) are partially flexible (cross section deviates from the 
scattering law for rods). As above, in order to find the characteristics of oligomers 3, 4 (Table 2) we used 
Guinier fit (parameters ıɨ, RGO) and obtained the molecular masses MO  = NAȡıɨ/(ǻK)2ĳ = (0.80 ± 0.03) u 
103 and MOST = (5.00 ± 0.05) u 103 for precursor and star with functionality f = 6.3 ± 0.3. The precursor 
chain (7-8 units) has gyration radius RGO = 0.51 nm that is lower than for strained chain, (at strained case 
RGO § 0.7 nm), of the same contour length LO § 2.3 nm. This obtained loss of rigidity leads to smaller size 
of star RGST = 1.46 nm regarding to RGST § 1.8 nm for rod-like arms. The G(R)-spectrum of oligomer stars 
displays the correlations inside the arms (maximum at R* ~ 0.57 nm being close to gyration radius of 
precursor) and the correlations (maximum at R**~ 2 nm ~ star gyration radius) attributed to arrangement 
of arms around fullerene (Figure 4). These separated correlations indicate, that short arms are not 
overlapped and do not trend to screen fullerene.  
 3.2. Structure of star-shaped polystyrenes in solution 
The serial of experiments was continued with the stars of long arms. The results of procedure of 
neutron scattering data (Figure 5) for PS-precursor (mass ~ 1 u 104) and star-shaped polymers (samples 5, 
6) were listed Table 2. (Guinier fit giving the effective forward cross sections and gyration radii). If we 
neglect the excluded volume effects for linear PS of low mass, we get the experimental values ıɨe, RGe as 
the correct magnitudes of parameters ıɨ, RG (Table 2. (5-8)) and get the molecular mass MPS = 
ȡ2ıɨPSNA/(ǻK)2c = (7.2 ± 0.1)103 of PS-chain (~ 70 units, contour length LPS = nPSb § 20 nm). 
 In terms of gaussian statistics such chain gyration radius RGGPS = (AL/6)1/2 § 2.6 nm is larger by ~ 20 
% than experimental one, RGPS § 2.1 nm. The discrepancy can be attributed to slightly worse solubility of 
PS in D-toluene while the estimate is done for H-toluene. By the analysis of data for stars we need to take 
into account the effect, that stochastic contacts of stars generates extra excluded volume effects since the 
stars have gradient structures where the polymer concentration decreases from center to periphery. 
Osmotic pressure causes the repulsion of stars because they have a dense core (radius rex), and the 
penetration of other stars into the core is not possible. The ensemble of stars resembles a system of hard 
spheres with total excluded volume Ȍ = (4ʌ/3)rex3NST where NST is the numerical concentration of 
particles.  
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Fig. 5. SANS from precursor (1, mass ~1·104) and stars (2) in 
D-toluene. Lines are scattering functions for the correlation 
functions obtained from the data for cross sections.   
Fig. 6. Spectra of molecular correlations for PS-precursor 
(1, mass ~1u104) and stars (2). Line shows the data fit 
with function (8).  
The contribution of excluded volume effects to cross section is connected with structure factor [3,4]. 
> @ 120 )(81)(),()()( )  : zqSqSqFd
qd \VVV           (6) 
The Equation 6 includes the form-factor of macromolecule F(q) and the structure factor S(q). It depends 
on the function ĭ(z)=(3/z3)[sin(z)-z·cos(z)] of variable z = 2rexq [14] where ĭ(z) is the form-factor of 
sphere (radius 2rex). At low moment the cross section ı = ıo·F2(q)·S(q) fulfill the Guinier-approximation 
with effective parameters ıe, RGe which depends on excluded volume ȥ: 
ıe = ıo/[1+8ȥ],     RGe = RG{1-(48/5)ȥ/[1+8ȥ]}1/2      (7) 
The magnitudes of ıe, RGe enables to evaluate the cross section ıost = ıest[1+8ȥ] = 1.14 ± 0.13, including 
excluded volume factor ȥ = (1-Į2)/[48/5 – 8(1-Į2)] = 0.046 ± 0.002. Here Į = RGest/RGst is the ratio of 
experimental and corrected magnitudes of gyration radius. This parameter was found from the correlation 
spectrum for stars (Figure 6) fitted with function  
G(R) ~ R·exp(-R2/2į2)                                                     (8) 
The received parameter į = ȕRGst is close to gyration radius, because coefficient ȕ § 1. As we established 
for correlation spectra by Fourier-transformation of scattering functions for stars with gaussian arms 
(Benoit model) [3], the coefficient ȕ = 0.95 for 6-arm stars, and ȕ = 0.98 for 12-arm stars [1,2]. Finally 
the gyration radius of stars RGst = į/ȕ = 5.67 ± 0.02 nm for ȕ = 0.95 (f = 6, Table 2 (sample No 6). The 
ratio of cross sections gives the number of arms f = ıost/ıops = 5.7 ± 0.6, and star’s molecular mass MST = 
NAȡ2ıɨst/(ǻK)2c = (4.1 ±0.5)104. The excluded volume of particle is received from numerical 
concentration of stars N = cNA/MST = (1.5 ±0.2)1017 cm-3, Vex = ȥ/N = 313 ±44 nm3. Calculating the radius 
of dense core of star rex = 4.2 ± 0.2 nm we get is lower value by ~ 30 % than its gyration radius by ~ 30 
%. That means dense polymeric shell around fullerene resembles a hard sphere. Its diameter 2rex ~ 8 nm 
is smaller than a characteristic size of macromolecule ~ 2RGst ~ 11 nm.  
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At the same time, the ratio of radii of star and PS-precursor RGst/RGPS = 2.73 ± 0.02 is substantially 
higher than that predicted by Benoit theory for gaussian stars, RGst/RGA = [(3f-2)/f]1/2 = 1.6, where RGA is 
the gyration radius of an arm. Hence, the attachment of PS-chains to the fullerene causes raised swelling 
of arms.  
In following analysis this effect is considered for the stars with long arms (~ 400 units). From the 
measured cross sections for PS-precursor with mass ~4 u 104 and related stars we rebuilt the correlation 
functions (Figure 7).   
Fig. 7. Spectra of molecular correlation for PS-precursor 
(1, mass ~4u104) and stars (2) in D-toluene. 
Fig. 8. Ratio of gyration radii (1) of star and precursor vs. 
precursor mass. Ratio(2) RGST/RGPS = [(3f-2)/f]1/2 for 
Benoit model is plotted also. Lines are spline-functions.
In stars the long flexible arms (~400 units) interpenetrate, and the correlations inside individual arms 
are masked (peak of arms is absent, Figure 7.) Therefore the character of molecular correlations in stars is 
relatively close to this one for PS-precursor. On the other hand, at high molecular mass of PS and stars the 
overlap of neighboring macromolecules became important for data interpretation. It this situation the q-
dependence of polymers’ form-factor is well described satisfactory by Zimm scattering law   
F2 = 1/[1+(qRC)2]                         (10) 
Here the correlation radius of macromolecule RC is related its gyration radius RG = ¥3RC.  Here we use the 
structure factor formula (7) to describe the excluded volume effects for stars and PS-precursor. In this 
formula the radius of excluded volume rex = 0.9 ± 0.1 nm  A/2 § 1 nm (persistent length) is found from 
the data fit by the functions (6-8). The total excluded volume ȥ = 0.062 ± 0.004 is relatively high, i.e. PS-
coils can interpenetrate and repulse by contacts. Doing the same procedure for stars , we get the radius rex 
= 1.5 ± 0.1 nm of excluded volume region is larger (~ segment), and the total excluded volume is higher, 
ȥ = 0.071 ± 0.003, than that for linear precursor. Since the parameters rex, ȥ for stars and precursor’s 
chains are at the same level, the stars do not deviate strongly from linear analogs contrary to star-shaped 
oligomers.   
For precursor and stars there were found forward cross sections (ıɨ), masses MPS = (43 ± 1) u 103; MST 
= (224 ± 4) u 103 and star’s functionality f = ıɨST/ıɨPS = 5.2 ± 0.2 (Table 2). The molecules of precursor 
have correlation radius RC = 4.27 ± 0.03 nm, while the star’s radius RC = 10.65 ± 0.07 nm is two times 
larger. The corresponding gyration radii RGPS = ¥3RC = 7.4 ± 0.1 nm, RGST = 18.4 ± 0.1 nm. The ratio 
RGST/RGPS = 2.49 ± 0.02 is by ~ 50 % greater than Benoit theory [3] predicts, RGST/RGPS = [(3f-2)/f]1/2 = 
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1.62 (f = 5.2). For long arms (~ 400 units) and low functionality (f ~ 5-6), their conformation is stretched, 
regarding to precursor. Precursor’s chains have gyration radius RGPS = 7.4 ± 0.1 nm being larger by ~ 25 
% than the estimate for gaussian chain, (RGG = A·n1/2/¥6 § 5.9 nm, where n § 52 is the number of 
segments in macromolecule). The comparison of experimental results and Benoit model with gaussian 
arms, RGST/RGG § 1.9, shows a big discrepancy between real and predicted dimensions of stars.    
As we found, the transition from oligomers to polymers does not transform stars into the structures 
being remarkably compacter than linear analogs. According to Benoit theory the ratio of gyration radii of 
star and linear analog, RGST/RGL = (3f-2)1/2/f § 0.7 (f ~ 5-6), is lower by factor ~ 1.5 than experimental 
RGST/RGL § 1.2 at arms’ mass 4·104 and 22·104. The stars are expanded due to stretched arms even at high 
polymerization degree ~ 400. It gives reasons to apply Daoud-Cotton model [4] developed for stars with 
large number of arms (~ several decades). Their arms are the linear sequences of blobs the size of which 
grows from center to periphery. However, the experimental ratio of gyration radii of star and precursor, 
RGST/RGPS § 2.5 (mass of arm ~ 4·104) is greater than the theoretical value RGST/RGPS = f1/4 § 1.5 (f = 5.2, 
Table 2), i.e. the theory cannot explain a strong swelling of stars with fullerene center. The dimensions of 
PS-precursor and stars obey the law RG ~ MĮ   with ĮPS = 0.67 ± 0.01, ĮST = 0.63 ± 0.01 for PS and for 
stars. Although ĮST < ĮPS, their difference is small, both values approach to Flory exponent (3/5). The 
trends of stars to be more compact than linear analogs are so weak, that the ratio RGST/RGPS decreases by ~ 
15 % only in the range of masses (Figure 8).  
The values of oligomer and polymer stars’ functionality (f ~ 6) estimated from the scattering data 
(Table 2) have shown a good agreement with the data of hydrodynamic and light scattering experiments 
confirming the reliability of chemical methods of synthesis [5-11]. Although in the case of the stars with 
relatively long arms (mass ~ 40·103) the concentration (c = 1 g/dL) was not too far from the threshold of 
macromolecules overlap (c* ~ (3/4ʌ)M/(NARG3) § 1.4 g/dL) to prevent the influence of stars interactions 
onto the measurement of their individual masses. Therefore the estimated magnitude of functionality f § 
5.2 deviates from the value determined by the synthesis conditions (Table 1, Sample No 8).   
Analysis of scattering data for linear chains and stars in the range of molecular masses M ~ 400-40000 
has shown that the branching center plays an active role that causes the enhancement of size of stars by 
50-70% as compared to linear analogs. It indicates a specific influence of fullerene on the solvent which 
quality becomes better for PS-arms. On the other hand, the study of local conformation of arms has 
demonstrated the substantial changes of conformation in the range of arm’s length form 10 up to 70 units. 
The highest deviation of arm’s conformation from this one for free chain is observed for the number of 
units ~ 10, but for long chains (~70 units) the effect diminishes. Hence, the radius of fullerene action onto 
the conformation of attached chain is about ~10 units (short range action).  
3.3. Stars with polar and non polar arms 
The considered results have concerned the stars with non polar arms attached to fullerene C60. In 
following treatment we have focused on the hybrid stars. In Figure 9 the correlation spectra are presented 
for the solutions of 12-arm stars (PS)6C60(PTMBA)6 and its water-soluble analogue (PS)6C60(PTMBA-
Na)6. These polymers were dissolved in very weakly polar medium (D-toluene) (samples 5, 6, 9) and in 
D2O. The aim of study was to compare the types of correlations in very different conditions for PS and 
hybrid stars.   
Discussed above PS-precursor and 6-arm PS-star in D-toluene does not demonstrate any pronounced 
association in solutions. Single peaks dominate in correlation spectra of these polymers. D-toluene is a 
good solvent for PS, therefore only the intermolecular correlations are observed for linear and star-shaped 
polymers. However, the hybrid stars including PS (non polar) and PTBMA (polar) arms reveal a very 
different picture where intra- and intermolecular correlations are visible. The correlations at characteristic 
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radii R1 ~ 3 nm indicate the presence of single stars in solution. The peak at R2 ~ 30 nm shows a strong 
association of stars into large clusters (radius ~ R2). The spectrum is described by the correlator  
G(R) = C·R·exp[-R2/2ȟ2] + D·R2[1-(3/4)(R/ȡ)+(1/16)(R/ȡ)3]            (11) 
Here the first term is related to single hybrids with gyration radius RGH = ȟ/ȕ where the coefficient ȕ = 
0.98 for 12-arm stars. The second term denotes the correlations inside clusters being homogeneous 
spherical particles (radius ȡ). Coefficients C, D define the scattering abilities of these entities. From the 
data fit with function (11) it was found the parameter ȟ = 2.62 ± 0.14 nm and gyration radius of star RGH = 
2.7 ± 0.2 nm. We get that the radius of cluster ȡ = 24.9 ± 0.1 nm is evaluated by an order in magnitude 
larger than molecular size. That means that the hybrid stars are associated into droplet-like globules in the 
solvent.  
 
Fig. 9. Correlations spectra for solutions of PS-precursor (1, sample 5), PS-stars (2, sample 6), hybrid (PS)6C60(PTMBA)6 (3) and 
water soluble hybrid (PS)6C60(PTMBA-Na)6 (4). Solvent: D-toluene (1-3), heavy water (4). Lines are fitting functions.  
As compared to hybrids (PS)6C60(PTMBA)6 in D-toluene water-soluble stars (PS)6C60(PTMBA-Na)6 
exhibited another type of assembly into compact clusters being very inhomogeneous and described by the 
Debye function:   
G(R) ~ R2·exp(-R/RC)                     (12)  
with correlation radius RC = 8.5 ± 0.1 nm showing the size of dense core of cluster. Oppositely to the 
solutions of hybrids (PS)6C60(PTMBA)6 in D-toluene, the single molecules (PS)6C60(PTMBA-Na)6 in 
aqueous solutions are not visible since they are strongly packed into micelles shown below, Figure 10. 
According to model above the central part of micelle is a dense core of packed hydrophobic PS-arms 
attached to fullerenes. Hydrophilic chains of PTMBA-Na create a shell screening the core from water. 
This provides the stability of micelle which may include ~ 10 stars and has gyration radius RGM = ¥6·RC ~ 
20 nm. Polar chains in the shell exist in stretched conformation due to electrostatic repulsion of units. 
Indeed, the difference RGM - RC  ~ 10 nm is close to their contour length. From the data there was found 
the number of stars composing micelle, n ~ 8.  
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Fig.10. Transformation of hydrophobic hybrid polymer (PS)6C60(PTBMA) into amphiphilic one (left) and then into micellar cluster 
in water (right).  
4.  Conclusion 
Neutron scattering study of intra- and intermolecular structures of star-shaped oligomers and polymers 
with single type of arms (polystyrene) in D-toluene demonstrated anomalous stretching of arms that leads 
to high swelling of stars with fullerene centre of branching. A detailed analysis has shown that a probable 
range of influence of C60 onto the conformation of attached chains does not exceed ~ 3 nm ~ 10 monomer 
units, while the anomalous swelling was detected even for arms with polymerization degree ~ 400. This 
gives the arguments to suspect the disturbance of toluene structure and properties in the presence of 
fullerenes masking the solubility of attached polymer better. On the other hand, the additional attachment 
of polar arms by the synthesis of hybrids has changed radically the behaviour of stars in solution when 
they build droplet-like clusters or micelles.   
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